WESTERN RED CEDAR LUMBER ASSOCIATION
STANDARD DRY PATTERNS

Dressing Options: 3, 5, 6½
Smooth Dressed, Resawn or Rougher Headed

WRCLA TG0

(Optional)
TONGUE AND GROOVE CENTER MATCH

Dressing Options: Smooth

WRCLA TG1
Resawn Texture or Rougher Headed Flush Joint
TONGUE AND GROOVE V-JOINT EV1S

Dressing Options: Smooth

WRCLA TG2
Resawn Texture or Rougher Headed Vee Joint
TONGUE AND GROOVE V-JOINT EV2S

Dressing Options: Smooth, Resawn or Rougher Headed

WRCLA SL0
SHIPPLAPPED CENTER MATCH

Dressing Options: Smooth, Resawn or Rougher Headed

WRCLA SL1
SHIPPLAPPED EV1S
Dressing Options: Smooth, Resawn or Rougher Headed

WRCLA SL2

SHIPLAPPED EV2S

Face Options:
Smooth, Resawn or Rougher Headed

WRCLA SL3 (seasoned)

Dressed Back

CHANNEL PATTERN

WRCLA SL6 (unseasoned)

Dressed Back

CHANNEL PATTERN

WRCLA SL7 (unseasoned)

Dressed Back

CHANNEL PATTERN

WRCLA SL4

Dressed Back

SHIPLAPPED DROP SIDING

WRCLA SL5

Dressed Back

SHIPLAPPED DROP SIDING